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Abstract— Email stands for Electronic mail used for sharing 

and communicating the digital data from a sender to one or 

more recipient. Communication through Email is currently 

gain popularity over the internet. Email store many 

information such as message and attachments which was 

communicated between author and recipient, IP address of 

author’s internet provider, Message ID etc. Analysis of these 

email artefacts under forensically sound environment 

provides valuable evidence such as who is the real sender of 

the email, which type of data is shared between the author 

and recipient, from where email was sent, date and time of 

email was sent etc. to forensic investigator. In present study 

a forensic system is proposed for analysis and retrieval of 

these email artefacts present in digital medium. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

E-mail stands for “Electronic mail” use for communication 

over internet. The first email was sent in 1971 by an 

engineer named Ray Tomlinson. Email and traditional mail 

have similarity. Both have an address, a routing information 

and content (Fig:1). 

 
Fig. 1: Email Communication 

In recent years communication through Email gain 

popularity via computer, laptops, and mobile phones. All 

communicated email between user and recipient have many 

evidences such as who is the sender of mail, what was the 

location from where mail was sent, which type of data is 

attached in email, what is the message ID of email either it 

is original or fake, time and date of communication, which 

type of message is shared between user and recipient etc. 

Therefore computer forensic investigator analyses and 

extracts all these artefacts from email by applying suitable 

tools and techniques.  

Components of Email-Just like postal address 

email address are unique for each user. Emails ID have two 

parts separate from @ (at) sign. 

username@emailserver/host address 

 For example you are on gmail your gmail address 

will be “username@gmail.com” 

 Email servers use various protocols to such as 

POP3 (Post office protocol), IMAP (Internet Message 

Access Protocol) and SMPT servers for communicating 

messages of author to recipients.  

1) Message format: 

Email message basically have two sections a) Message 

header b) Message body 

2) Message header: 

Message header of an email contains From, To, CC (Carbon 

copy), Date, Subject, BCC (Blind Carbon Copy), Content 

type, Reply, Forward, Sender, Achieved etc. sections.     

 From- This field contain address and name of the 

author. 

 Date -Have information related to the local date 

and time when the message was sent. 

 To- Contains email address of recipient. 

 Subject- It briefs the entire message in few words 

or most likely abbreviation. 

 Content type- Information about how to message is 

to be displayed. 

3) Message Body: 

In this section message is only in plain text or in HTML 

form. 

4) How does Email work: 

To send or receive emails both sender and recipient must 

have an email address. Author access their email client 

server by using a web browser and draft a mail. Mail 

programs send this newly composed message to 

SMPT/IMAP/POP3 server according to mail client protocol. 

Mail server then communicate with DNS (Domain Name 

Server) which transfer this email to recipient mail server. 

Now this mail is accessed by recipient by accessing their 

email.  

 
Fig. 2: How Email works 

A. Tools and Technique: 

1) Software: 

 FTK imager 

 Paraben Email Examiner 

 Forensic Toolkit 
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 OS forensics 

2) Hardware: 

 Write protector 

 Computer workstation (Window 7 home basic) 

B. Technique: 

Connect hard disk with write protector device by using 

appropriate cable. Now connect this assembly to computer 

and mount the drive on FTK imager. Make image of entire 

drive and explore image for viewing its content (Fig: 3). 

 
Fig. 3: Imaging of Digital Evidence 

On exploring the image thunderbird files, outlook files and other email file were found which was exported in 

analysis computer (Fig: 4). 

 
Fig. 4: Exploring Image 
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C. Analysis of Email ARTEFACT through Paraben’s Email 

Examiner: 

Run the email examiner, make a new case and click on add 

evidence. It ask for evidence file, provide the path of 

evidence file- 

(C:\user\<window_username>\AppData\Roaming\

Thunderbird\profile\<profile_name>)  

Mounted folder shows emails which it contain. On 

further exploring the mail we can find the IP address of 

sender, message ID, attachments, contents etc. (fig: 5,6 

and7). 

 
Fig. 5: Mounting of email files 

 
Fig. 6: IP address location 
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Fig. 7: Details stored in Email 

D. Analysis of Email ARTEFACT through Forensic 

Toolkit: 

Run the application and mount the entire image. Total 1313 

email (Fig: 8) was found in entire image. On exploring, 

these emails artefacts present in these mails can easily 

extract such as sender name, date and time, contents, 

attachment, IP address (Fig: 9) etc.    

 
Fig. 8: Mounting of Image 
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Fig. 9: IP address and Message ID extraction 

E. Analysis of Email ARTEFACT through OS Forensics: 

Run the application and create a new case. Here we mount 

email files of selected formats PST/DBX/MBO/EML/MSG 

which were explored in analysis computer from the image 

file. After analysing the mail files it gives an output window 

where all information of mail is present (Fig: 10).Now 

explore each mail individually and extract required 

information and data (Fig: 11). 

 
Fig. 10: Mounting of Email files 
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Fig. 11:  Email artefacts extraction 

II. RESULT 

Image and extracted email files were mounted on each 

software individually and analysed for the email artefacts. 

With tools, first tool Paraben email examiner, total 195 

email files were extracted from thunderbird folder and 5 

mails were extracted from outlook files. In which 3 outlook 

files are found to be corrupted. With second tool, Forensic 

Toolkit, entire image file is scanned for the presence of 

email. Additionally it also extracts deleted email files. With 

this tool we extract total 1313 emails present in hard disk 

image. Further we examine more mails for the contents 

present in the email. Here we successfully extract all the 

information present in email files. With third tool, OS 

forensics, we can extract mails from sleeted type of files. 

With this software we have extracted 50 mails. On exploring 

mails we can find all the necessary details present in mail.  

III. CONCLUSION 

Every analysis requires standard operating procedures. In 

computer forensics, the operating procedure is quite 

difficult. Selection of an appropriate tool for retrieving 

information present in digital evidences is main challenge. 

Availability of various tools in market and quick up 

gradation of digital devices and software create confusion in 

analyst’s mind. Digital evidences stored many type of 

information so it is necessary to choose those tools and 

techniques which cannot make any change in data and 

maintain the authenticity of evidences. Here in this study we 

have made an attempt to retrieve email artefact present in 

digital evidences under forensically sound condition. In our 

analysis we found that two software Paraben email examiner 

and OS forensic have limitation which only extracts selected 

type of files present in evidences. First it creates a mental 

pressure on examiner to search weather this specific type of 

file is present in evidence or not. If examiner is unable to 

locate these files then it is difficult to extract email artefacts 

from the digital evidences which can affect the 

investigation. In third tool, Forensic Toolkit, there is a 

facility to mount the entire image of digital evidence. This 

tool automatically searches the email files and listed it in 

their respective controls. So from this study we concluded 

that the selection of tools have great importance in 

investigation and provides a better retrieval and analysis 

mode for emails and hence, proves as a boon for forensic 

investigators in their investigation.    
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